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Objectives of this study

For practical implementation and acceptance of an integrated modeling
approach it is needed to
(i) use example cases to better understand which type of outcomes can
be expected and how these can be interpreted, in view of the potential
use in the risk assessment of PPPs
(ii) develop a generic framework that operationalizes the
regulatory requirement of ‘no unacceptable risk’ for these types of
integrated systems
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Methods: xAquatic modular model system
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Key features explicitly addressed by the model:
- Landscape spatial variability
- Weather and hydrological temporal variability
- Farming practices (PPM, Spray drift, Deposition)
- Mitigation options
- Integrated fate & effect
- Uncertainty/probability:
- Stochastic drift calculation
- Monte Carlo simulations

Case study Rummen


Use of insecticide in apples



Catchment selected with large area of fruit:
Rummen in Belgium



150 km2 catchment, 21% of area fruit
orchards, total reach length 146 km



Strongly sorbing pyrethroid insecticide, for
which only spray drift entries are assumed



Exposure concentrations and effects on
Asellus aquaticus
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Hydrogeographic characteristics and hydrology of
reaches in Rummen catchment


1708 reaches in catchment allocated to four Strahler orders



Lenght of reaches: typically 100 m (5 – 110 m)



Trapezium shape



Flow simulated with diffusive flow equation



Measured outflow distributed on basis of catchment area yield
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Hydrogeographic characteristics and hydrology of
reaches in Rummen catchment

Characteristics of reaches in Rummen catchment
Strahler Number of

Total

Bottom

Median

length

width

water

(km)

(m)

depth (m)

Order

reaches

1

934

79.5

0.5

0.08

2

563

48.2

1

0.19

3

107

9.4

2

0.27

4

104

8.9

4

0.22
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Hydrology: water depth and residence time
Water depth

Residence time (= volume/discharge)

Water depth
# between 0.01 and 0.50 m
# lowest in Strahler order 1

Residence time
# between minutes and a few hours
# median in all Strahler orders
< 11 minutes
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Simulation 26 years single application of an
insecticide in apples


Spray drift from application of 12.5 g/ha
insecticide in pome orchards in period 20 30 April



Drift reducing technology resulting in 75%
drift reduction and a 10 m buffer zone



Substance properties: Koc 1 024 000 L/kg,
DegT50 water 0.7 d, sediment 76 d



Linking fate to effects: hourly averaged
concentration is input for effect models
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Results: PECs per
Strahler order


Distribution of annual PEC-maximum
values per Strahler order for the 20-year
assessment period



Concentrations and variability tend to
decrease with increasing Strahler order
Exposure to
Exposure to
substance from substance from
drift and
transfer only
transfer(%)
(%)
37
25.7

Strahler
order

Number
of
reaches

1

934

2

563

38.5

60.9

0.5

3
4

107
104

10.3
11.5

89.7
88.5

0
0

Receiving no
substance (%)
37.3

Maximum concentrations per reach per year (red dost) and shows
the median value of these maxima per reach over 20 years (black
line).
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Results:spatiotemporal variation PECs

Spatiotemporally ranked PEC values
Contours for the different categories
show what spatial percentile is below a
certain PEC category for what temporal
percentile

Methods: Landscape GUTS (LGUTS)
LGUTS is a toxicokinetic/toxicodynamic model based on the General
Unified Threshold Models of Survival*

Calculates the probability of individual survival for each
reach/year/species combination

The GUTS model was parameterised for 3 organisms and two flavours
(IT and SD); Asellus aquaticus / IT is shown.

LP50 endpoint is calculated, it is the Multiplication Factor (MF) of the
concentration profile at which a 50% mortality is predicted for
individuals at the end of the year
*Jager T, Albert C, Preuss TG and Ashauer R, 2011. Environmental Science & Technology, 45, 2529-2540.
Jager, T & Ashauer, R. (2018). Modelling survival under chemical stress: A comprehensive guide to the GUTS
framework.

Results: variation in LP50 values for A. aquaticus per
Strahler order

LP50 = the multiplication
factor for the concentration
corresponding to a decrease in
survival of 50%

LP50 values and their
variability tend to decrease
with increasing Strahler order
LP50 values Assellus aquaticus per Strahler order.

Results: towards spatiotemporal Risk Assessment

Spatiotemporally ranked LP50 values
GUTS-IT model for A. aquaticus

Contours for the different categories show
what spatial percentile is above/below a
certain LP50 category for what temporal
percentile

Conclusions case study



Integration of fate and effect modelling has been operationalized on the
landscape scale



The integrated model applied for the example case provides a basis for:

● coupling other effect models as well, e.g. a population model
● developing methods to do risk assessment at the landscape scale



The impact of mitigation measures on ecosystems can be explicified on the
landscape scale
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Thank you for your
attention
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